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• XXVI. ON THE COLLECTION OF PORTRAITS BELONG- 

ING TO THE UNIVERSITY BEFORE THE:  CIVIL WAR. 

Communicated by HENRY BRADSHAW, Esq., M.A., 
University Librarian. 	 V 

[June 3, 1872.] 

EIGHT portraits are perhaps scarcely enough to deserve the 
name of a collection. But, as the pictures, which have been ° 	 V 

stowed away since the alterations in the Library building V 

V 	 some years ago, have been recently hung again upon the 	 V 

entrance staircase, it seems a favourable opportunity to collect 
together the scattered notes which I have from time to time 

V extracted from the University registers; and as V a recent 
examination of the original packets of vouchers has brought 
to light the name of a portrait-painter of whose work no V 

 V 

specimen has, I believe, been hitherto recognised, I am 	V 	 V 

anxious to lay the facts before the Society. 	 S 

V 	
V  My extracts are taken (A). from the Grace-books, (B) from- 	 V 

the Inventories of University property, V 
(C) from the Audit- 	V 

books of the Vice-Chancellor's and Proctors' accounts, and, 
V  where the Audit-books seemed to imply the V existence of 
further details, VJ have searched (D) the vouchers them- 

V 

	

	
V  selves, Which 5  are preserved in the Registry,with a  few gaps, 

from 1558 to the present time. V 
The extracts are so, small, 

V 

 that 
VJ  .'shall  proceed to• give them all, as they stand, without 

fear of extending this communication- to an undue length; 
and. shall append to each extract V  such remarks as the occa- 
sion may seem to demand. V 	 V 	

V 	

V 	
V 	 V 	

V 	

V 
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£ From the Grace-Books.  

The following memorandum, in the handwriting of Mat-
thew Stokys, occurs on a .  vacant leaf near. the end qf the 
Liber Gratiarum A (1542-1588), leaf 326a :  

'Memorandum quod anno domini 1580 et regni regine Elizabethe 229 
mense vero Junii ... Mr Johannes parker dedit effigiem patris sui Matthei 
Cantuariensis archiepiscopi.  

Item Mr Edwardus grant dedit effigiem dominse Margarete comitisse 
Richemundie et Darbie matris Regis Henrici septimi, ut etiam effigiem 
P. Roberti comitis leicestrie.' . 

The fiist to come was lso' the first to go. . I can find no 
trace of the. prtrait of Archbishop Parker having been in 
the possession of the University after the close of the xvith 
century, At the same tithe it is difficult to believe that any 
picture, 'still less a portrait of one who had been such a father 
to the University as Parker had always shown himself to 
be, could have been silently stolen from the' 'walls of any" 
public room in the University. The following suggestion is 
offered merely as ,a possible explanation of its disappearance.' 
Some years ago; when Mr C. H. Cooper was preparing 'his 
edition of Le Keux's Memorials of Gambridge, we went very' 
carefully over the Library in search of any heraldic decoi'atoias 
which might point out a date or contain an 'allusion of any 
kind. In what is now the 'Catalogue Room' of the Library,- 
but, until the building of the present Senate-House, was the' 
place where the University business. ,was transacted, there 
is an ornamental, plaster ceiling, belonging evidently to the 
close of the. . xvith or beginning of 'the. xviith century. 
Among all the ornaments we could' only discover one co at 
of arm' rms (2 chevronels, and a canton' .charged with a bird) and' 
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this we identified Without diffictrityas belonging to Dr Jegoii 
Master -of Corpus Christi College, in whoe Vice-Ch ncellorship 
the ceiling was in afl probability put up. Caft it be that 
Dr Jegon may have taken the portrait of his predecessor: 
(Archbishop Parker had been Master of Corpus) into his own 
lodge for greater security during the Alterati9ns ? . If so, 
it is quite conceivable that, when the alterations had been' 
finally completed, Dr Jegon had ,  ceased to be Master, and. 
that in this way the portrait of the Archbishop never found 
its way back to the University bui1ding. There are; I b elieve. 
three portraits of Parker in his own college. Now it is 
proverbially difficult to find any register of the pedigree of 
pictures, and I dare say the present Master and Fellows of. 
Corpus Christi College are as little able to say how they,  
became possessed of. these, as the University is to say how 
it lost its own. My suggestion about the alterations in the 
Regent House and their date will be sure to meet with either 
confirmation or disproof, when Professor Willis's long-expected ,-  
Architectural' History of the University makes its appearance; 
and I hope the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi College 
will not take amiss the remarks I have made about a possible: 
act of unconscious appropriation on the part of one. of their; 
predecessors. . . 

The portrait of the Lady Margaret is a small painting on 
panel, measuring 20 in. by 15*  in., in a plain frame now painted. 
black, though one can still read through the paint the following 
inscription in gold letters: MARGARETA MATER HENRICI VII. 

(head) COMITISSA RICIRMONDLE ET DERBL (right . side) 
FVNDATRIX COLLEGIORVM D IOANNIS ET CHRr CANTAERIGL 

(left side) OBIIT ANNO DNI 1509 3 KAL IVLII (foot. She has 
a half open book in her,  hands, bound in red; and the words. 
visible, 'spalme' in the head-line, and '...deus secundum".. 
and ' . . .tuam' below, show it to be meant either for a psalter; 
open at the 'Miserere mei deus,' or for .a supposed copy. of. 
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BisEop Fisher's. work on the 'seven penitential psalms, which 
was first printed four years before the Lady Margaret's death. 
It is in 'bad •conditon at preseIt; but it bears no marks,. in 
my eyes, of being a bontemporary likeness.' Indeed, but for 
the memorandum of its having been presented by Mr Edward 
Grant. in 1580,. 1 should have been more inclined to class 
it with several others, such as those of Bancroft, Abbot, and 
Buckingham, which give the impression of being copies made 
to order during the Commonwealth period, when there was 
A great spirit of activity in the Univerity, and when it seems 
to have been .thought desirable tO, have before the eyes the 
likenesses of those who had.-b' een our most notable bOnéfactors. 
In looking, at the Catalo gue of the National Portrait Exhibi-
tion.-of 1866, and the accompanying volume of photographs, 
this portrait is seen tO resemble. most closely, the one num-
bered Which . belongs to St John's College, Cambridge.'' 
The following . is. the brief and incomplete description given 
in the "Catalogue: " Half-length, face three-quarter to r.; 
.black robe and dress of . a widow according to her rank;. 
a white"barbe" above the chin, and white head-dress.. .Panel, 
22 x 17 in.' The size, is almost identical and the attitude 
and details of half-opened book, &c., are precisely alike in 
the two. 

The portrait, on the other hand, of Robert. Dudley, Earl of 
Leicester, who was High Steward of the. University from 1563 
to 1588, has' much more the appearance of being an original 
likeness. It. is on panel, and measures 20 in. by 15 in., and is' 
in the common:  black frame, seen round so many portraits of 
that day in. the .TJ'niversity. He is represented with his head 
covered, and wearing the jewel and collar of the order of. the 
Garter. . It was exhibited in London "at the National Portrait"' 
Exhibition in 1866 .(no. 262), and a photograph wa taken of' it' 

'at the time, as' of all . the others in 'the same exhibition. It" is 
described 'in : the catalogue thus.:. 'Bust,,dark 'beard and mou-. 
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stachë, black ha1,jewe1led band, dark dress, sthall iüff - collar 
of K. G. It is so dark as hardly to shO in the photograph'. 

The donor, Edward Grant, was 'a well-known man in- his 
-day, as head-master of-  Westminster School. There is an inter 
esting notice of him in the Athenae Cantabr,qienses, from which 
we learn, among other things, that he matriculated at St John'S 
College in February 1563-4, and that he was a member of the 
college at the time of Queen Elizabeth's visit, to Cambridge in 
August 1564. Ile was appointed head-master of Wesminster 

• in 1572, and canon of the same church in 1577. He beCame 
Doctor in Divinity here in 1580, at which time. our mem oran-
dum, shows that he gave the two portraits to the University 
He hadgiven books to St John's College in the preceding ye ar 
Dudley had become High Steward of the University in June 
1563, .a little before Grant's matriculation, and he accompanied 
the Queen to Cambridge in 1564. Whether there-- had been 
any relations between the two men at that, early period I 

• cannot say. But iii. 1581 we find Grant dedicating his Lexicon 
GraeCQ-Latanurn (4to. London, 1581) to Leicester and in this 
he subscribes himself 'Hon tUo, Sacris, omni obseruantia 
addictissimus,'_ words which imply that he Was his chaplain. 
Grant. died August 4, 1601, and was buried in Westminster 

• Abbey. His connexion with St J0h11'5 College is of',co'urse 
• enough to account' for his presenting to the University a por-

trait of the Lady Margaret, the foundress f the one body and 
a primary benefactor, of the other.  

B. From the Inventories. - - -- 
- The Lollowing entries occur in a book containing the. 'Arti-
cles for the office of keeping the tTniversitie Libr'arie, made 

 A° 1582,' after which comes 'A Table of 'the Books in the 
Universitie Librarie5 ' which again is succeeded, by a list of 
Diuersotber Parcells; thyngs, and furniture belonginge to the 

Universitie.' The book was probably drawn up soon- after the 
20 
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Articles were ,  sanctioned'; and-it contains a few additions from 
the hand of Matthew Stokys, whose writing disappears alto--  
gther from the University books in 1588. The Inventory now 
forms part of a bound volume of 'Library Catalogues,' marked 

in, the Registry. Among the ' Diuers other Parcells' 
occurs the following entry: 

'In the Consistorie, and. charge of M' Matthew Stokys Reg'. 

96 The Ladie Margarets Countesse of Rich. physiogiomie. 
The Lord Matthew Archbysshopp his physionornie. 
The Lord Roberts Erie of Leycester his physionomie. * 

[22. .Thephisionomye of thy Lorde Tresurer.]' 
• Of the entries numbered. 9, 10, 11, which are in the original 
handwriting, nothing need be said, as the pictures are the same 
three which appeared in the memorandum of 1580 in the 
Grace-Book. The bne numbered 22.1 have enclosed in brack - 
çts as being an addition made by Matthew Stokys. 'My 
Lorde Tresurer' is of course William Cecil, Lord Burghley, 
who became Lord High Treasurer in 1572, and who was 
Chancellor of the University from February 1558-9 until his 
death, August 4, 1598. Nothing èould be more natural than 
to find a portrait of Cecil in the possession of the University; 
but I have in vain searched the accounts of the years during 
which it must have come here, for any trace, either of lie gift 
or of expenses connected with it, further than. the bare entry 
which is given above. This entry, however, puts it beyond. 
question that the.. picture came some time during the years 
1583-1588. The portrait itself is on panel,  measuring 28 in. 
by 2.in., in a plain black  frame like those already described. 
Burghley is represented . há.lf4ength, with his head covered, 

I An entry in the Vice-Chancellor's accounts for 1582 —83 (Dr .  Bell V.0.) 
perhaps relates to this very book: 'Item 6 Jul-i [1583] .. for a paper booke 
in vellam wherein is written all the stuffe, books, &c. of thuiiiuersitie, xxij', 

':ad to Jo. Frickley wryting the same, v11.' . - . The handwriting is certainly 
Frickley's, judging from such vouchers of his as Ihave examined. 



wearing the jewel of the order of the Garter attached to a, 
common chain, the Treasurer's staff in his iight 'hand. In the 
uppr right hand corner (of the pictuire) are the Cecil arms 
with the motto COR . VNVM. VIA. VNA beneath. The general 
'effect ' much resembles the larger picture be1onghg t' the 
Marquis of Exeter, which is described and. photographed in 
the Catalogue of the National Portrait 'Exhibition. of 1866 and 
its accompanying 'series of photographs, entitled;' Galleries and 
Bays,' &c.. (obl.Ato. London, 1867), no. 246. , 

C. From the Audit; Books. 
The following entries are all that I have been able to find 

relating in any way to portraits belongin g  ' to the Univer
-sity. 	, 

Vice-Chancellor's accounts, 1588-89 (Dr Nevill V. C.):' 
Item for bringinge of the Queenes picture which W Sckinner gave vnto 
the Yniuersitie  

Vice-Chancellor's accounts, 1591-92 (Dr. Some V. C.).: 
Item for cariage of a iettre to kr  Vincent Skinner about the Vniuersity 
stewardship 	' . 	 ' 	. 	' 	, 	xijd. 

Vice-Chancellor's accounts, 1602-03 (Dr W. Smith, V.C.): 
Item for our Chancellors Picture the case and caridge 	' 	xxxv". 

Vice-Chancellor's accounts, 1611-12 (Dr Goche, V. C.):, 
Item for 'the kingis picture ' ' 	 xj. 

Vice-Chancellor's accounts, 1612_1,3 (Dr Carey, V. C.): 
Item solut pro pictura Principis Carroh in domo Regentium xuj' vj viij' 
Item pro portitore eiusdèm  
'Item pro le Curteine, stringes and rodd 	, 	' 	' 	' 	xv'. 

The picture of Queen Elizabeth, mentioned in the first of 
the above extracts, is on 'canvas 	 24i 

	

, measuring 	n. by 20'in., 
and is enclosed in a simple black frame.. It was exhibited in 
London at the National Portrait Exhibition in .1866 (No. 363), 
and the following description was added in the catalogue'; 
'Bust; yellow wig, jewelled head-ornaments and,' gauze falling 
veiI, small ruff.' A photograph of' it was taken at -the same 

20-2 
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time.' The donor, Mr Vincent' Skinner, does not appear .  to 
. have been a mmber of the University; but he was evidently 
: in the service of'Lord Burghley, and his son Sir Robert Cecil. 
His name frequently appears in the University accounts about 
this time '2 pair of gloves, for Mr Vincent Skinner,' '5 pair 
of gloves, for M-r Vincent Skinner,' &c. The second entry 
given above seems to show that he was a person of some 
importance; and 'the stewardship' of course is the office of 
High Steward of the Uuiversity to which Sir Robert. Cecil was 
appointed about Christmas 1591. 

On Essex's disgrace,'Sir -  Robert Cecil succeeded as Chan-
cellor o'the University in February 1600-1; and . the younger 
Cecil  is therefore. 'our Chancellor,' .whose picture came down to 
Cambridge two years later. The amount, thirty-five shillings, 
renders it somewhat uncertain how far the cost of the. picture 
fell upon the University.  My searches have been, unavailing, in 
tracing any other allusion to it in the University accounts. It 
is painted on panel, measuring 31 in. by 25 in., and is framed 
like the rest of these early pictures. He is represented half-
length, his head bare, his left land covering- the jewel on his 
:breast; his right hand resting on a table upon two white bound 
books, to . which seems to be attached a seal in a red case, 
embroidered  with the Royal arms and garter. Behind these on 
the table is a hand-bell. Above in the left hand corner of the 
picture 'is the' motto 'SERO ' SED SERIO.' It bears a strong 
resemblance, both in general treatment, and in the details, to 
two which found a place at the National Portrait Exhibition 
'of '1866'1  one belonging to the Marquis of Salisbury (No. 259), 
'and the' other 'to the Earl of Derby (No. 294). 

The entry in the accounts for 1611-12, 'Item for the King's 
picture, xj',' can 'only refer to the full-length 'portrait of King 
James which nov stands on the wall immediately  facing 'the 
'entrance-door. It i's painted on canvas, measuring 80 in. by 
42 'in.,-and is in a carved frame, gilt, which seems to belong 
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to the time. . Hs he "ad is covered, and he' wears the collar 
and jewel of the Garter. The University account books throw 
no light upon it beyond the brief note I have transcribed; SO 

that we are left wholly in th&dark as to what fact the payment 
of eleven shillings represents. It is possible that an examina-
'tion of the accounts of the. royal household may afford an 
explanation, and perhaps also the name of the artist who 
executed it. It might. well be - 'from the same hand as. the. 
Prince Charles. . . 

The last extract I have made, from the accounts .of 1612-13, 
explains itself, and I will say all I have to say upon' it, after 
quoting the actual receipt of thepainter. . . . ..' 

P. . From the Vouchers... 
The original packets of bills and receipts submitted to the' 

auditors of the University accounts every year are preserved in 
chests in the Registry, and go back to the year 1558. Think- :  
ig it might he 'possible to find a receipt Troini ,  the painter 
himself for the portrait of Prince Charles which the Uiiversity 
procured at its own cost for the Regent House, I obtained 
Mr Luard's 'leave and aid to search these pre- ciou§ little bundles 
of papers.... The picture had been attributed to Mytens and 
others, by writers who" never thought of going 'to the account 
books of the University for information; so I was all eagerness 
and - curiosity to find the: result. On going through the bundle 
for 1612-13, I came upon the., following receipt; 

'x°  die. 'Julij. 1613. 	 . 	. 	. .. 
Receauccl by me Robert Peake, of M' Doctor 
Carew, vize Chancellour of the vniuersitieof 

	

Cambridge, the some of Thirtene Pounds, s'. ixe 	Oil 98  

	

hi11ings and eight pence, and' is in full , 	f Xiii Vi. VUJ. 

•.satisfaccion for' Prince Charles his picture  
I sale receaued the sum of .. ................. 

Subscribed in the presence of  
James: Hodgson  
'William. .. Keble.' 	' 	' . ' 	' . 	itoBA, ?nAK, 
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E .  onfess tohaving experienced a . slight disapppintment on • 
reading this document. I was in hpps of finding possibly the 
igäture ot some well-known ,-painter; and here was a man of 

• 	whose very name I had never heard. It was some slight com 
fort to reflect that, whatever its value as a work of art, a 
question on which I do not pretend to give an opinion, the 

• picture'-must always have an interest for members of the 
University The visit of Prince Charles, which it ommemo-
rates, took place on the '3rd and 4th of March, 1612-13, and 
the Prince received the degree of Master of Arts on the occa-
sion The picture (which is painted on canvas, measuring 
61 in. by 34 in., and isn a carved gilt.frame, similar to the one 
of King James mentioned, above) represents the Prince full 
length, wearing the jewel of the Garter with a ribbon, the 
garter below his left knee his head uncovered, and his white 
hat with jewelle'edbanid'on the table at his side, on which his 
tight hand rests Above,' pinned to the curtain, is an unfolded 
piece of paper, on which the following lines and statement are 
lvritten 

CAROLE, TE 'MVSE' NAM TV. DIGNATVS V.TRVMQ:. 

• . CEPIMVS HO SPITIO,. PINXIMVS, OBSEQYIO' 
..Academiam inuisens A° Regni Paterni 	• 	• 	.. 	• 	• - 
Anglie ba,  die ..Martij: 4°, . cooptatus est 	•.• 
in ordinem Magistrorum., admissusq: 	 . . 

• hoc in Senat,. per .Valentinurn 
• 	Carey Procancellarium. 	• 	. 	•; 

• 	The second line of the couplet is. as terse. an  expression of 
• 	Uitivrityioa1r as even King James can have desired. 

On turning, however, to Walpole's Anecdotes' of painting in 
England (ed. Woinum, 8vo London, 1849, vol 1) p  220), I 
found that Peak was far from being wholly unknown, though 
neithr Walpole nor his editors have succeeded 'iii identifying 
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any  specimen of his work. WaTpole's notice is so . short, that 
I may perhaps be forgiven for giving it almost in full. 	• 

' ROBERT FEAKE 

The earliest meiition of him that appears is in the books of the Lord 
Harrington' 	of the chambers, No. 78, 79, being accounts of 
thonies received and paid by him :- 	• 	- 	 . . 
. . 	Item, paid to Robert Peake, picture-maker, by warrant from the . ,,  

council October 4, 1612, for three several pictures made by him at the 
commandment of the Duke of York his officers, and given away and; 
disposed of by the duke's grace, twenty pounds.. . 

It does not' appear whether these' pictures were' in oil or. watef-I 
 I should rather ,  suppose, portraits in miniature Of (King CharlesL. 

then) Duke of York; but that Peak painted in oil is ascertained by,. 
Peachani, in his Book of Linning, where he expressly celebrates hi g'ood' 
friend Mr Peake, and Mr Marquis for. oil-colours. * ' Peake"was 
originally a picture seller by Holborn bridge, and had the honour of being 
Faithorn's master, and, what perhaps he thought a, greater honour, was 
knighted at Oxford, March 2% 1645 

The disorders of. the times confounding all professions, and no pro 
fession being. more bound in gratitude' to take up arms in defence of 
King Charles, Sir Robert Peake entered into the service, and was made 
a lieutenant-colonel, and had a command in Basing-house' when it was 
besieged, where he persuaded his disciple' Faithorn' to enlist under him," 
aS the latter in his dedication of the Art of Graving to Sir 'Robert' 
expressly tells him, and where Peake himself was taken prisoner.. He' was: 
bIiried in the church of St Stephen, London.'  

Dallaway, Walpole's editor, quotes' the following 'words from' 
Peacharn's Treatise on Drawing and Limning, alluded to above 

'Nor must I be ungratefully unmindful of my own cduntrymen, who" 
have been and are able to equal the best, if occasion served, as old M 
Hilliard, Mr  Isaac Oliver, inferior to none 'in' Christendom for the counte-
nance in small, my 'good friend M' Peake and Mr Marquis for oyii colour's, 
'and many more unknwn to me.'  

M- it is perhaps the next Failing a known good na  
thing to have found that our Prince Charles 'is the production 
of one whose work is unknown; because once having an'au- 
thentica'ted picture by an artist who is known to have been 
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eniployed, it becomes practicable for the student of art to give 
his attentioii to the characteristic features 'of the work of this-
one known picture, and by this process to go far towards iden-
tifying other portraits, hitherto unclaimed, as coming from the 
same hand.' When th University was asked  some years ago 
to lend certain picttires foi the purposes of the National Portrait 
Exhibitioi in London, this picture was selected among others, 
and a Grace of the Senate was obtained for the pu rposc. Uçr 
one reason or another, possibly because of the overwhelming 
'number of portraits of Charles placed at- .the disposal of the 
Committee; all those, mentioned in the Grace were taken,, ex-
cept this one. Had it then been known that this portrait was 
an authentic sample of n othrise unrecognised artist, how -
ver second-rate, I feel sure it would have found a place  in an 

exhibition, the -main object .of which was instruction, and the 
existenc of which, 'even for 'a few months, did "re to dispel 
ignorance, to correct mistakes (which side by side comparison 
alone could correct), nd to put the knowledge of English por-
traits on a sound basis, than any number of b'ooks on the sub-' 
ject could possibly have, done. 

Thus closes my short list. This is not the opportunity for' 
making any remarks about the later additions to the collection;' 
though it were much to be 'wished that some one interested in 
the ubject and competent to do the wok, 'would supply he 
University with a more respectable description of thoseictures' 
than anything which we now have to show, ' 

- ' It is remarkable enough that the entry quoted by Walpole from the'. 
Prince'saccounts, shows . Peak to have, been in his employ only a few - 
months before the picture was executed for 'the University, ' 


